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DESCRIBE YOUR GOOD PRACTICE STOR 
 

Address each aspect of your good practice story in the different sections 
being specific including relevant quantitative and qualitative information. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Issues faced What was the problem/issue solved with the good practice? 
 

Diamantina’s carnival has always been a popular celebration and has been creatively recreating 

itself for decades through different social groups that are still linked today to its various 

manifestations, such as “charangas”, batucadas, carnival blocks and other forms of artistic 

expression. On the other hand, in addition to being a strong cultural reference for the people of 

Diamantina, this event went beyond the borders of the municipality, being spontaneously and 

popularly appropriated by the national tourism market. 
 

As the carnival in Diamantina consolidated in the last two decades as a product hegemonically 

aimed at youth, it has been configuring itself as a product of spectacle carried out mainly by 

batucadas, gradually acquiring the profile of a mass tourism event. The rise of batucadas in the 

carnival scene was not, however, accompanied by the street blocks, remnants of the old 

„entrudos“ and „cordões“, which also underwent transformations, including the decrease in their 

attractiveness and the difficulties for their sustainability and mobilization of followers. 
 

Along with the aforementioned changes, the mass Carnival demanded that the established public 

authorities increasingly assumed the governance of the event, resulting in more and more 

financial investments that fundamentally aimed at minimizing the different damages and conflicts 

provoked in the city's territory. Economic heating was a sine qua non condition, due to the large 

crowd of revelers who started to flock to the city during the days of the Momo party (1). The 

public attendance peak took place in 2010, when about 500 buses and numerous private vehicles 

brought more than 30 thousand tourists to the city, forming crowds that spread across different 

neighborhoods of Diamantina, in addition to the Historic Site itself, and according to the 2010 

census (IBGE), the population of Diamantina is 45,880 people. 
 

1 Momo: Rei Momo is a character from Greek mythology who became a symbol of Carnival. 
 

During that period, Diamantina gained national visibility as one of the main Carnival destinations 

in the country, especially among younger revelers, with a university student profile and low 

income, who crowded the lodging facilities, family houses put up for rent and student housings 

during the five days of the event. However, left little revenue for the municipality, as their daily 

expenditure pattern was small, mainly with food and leisure services. At the same time, the city's 

overcrowding created serious structural problems, such as recurring difficulties in water supply, 

excess garbage in the historic center that, with the rains typical of this period of the year, was 

dragged to the peripheral neighborhoods and contributed to pollution of „Rio Grande“ river. As 

well as damage to the architectural heritage and natural attractions, especially the balnearies. In 

addition to the increase in the number of crimes and misdemeanors. From the point of view of 

income generation and distribution, few groups of businessmen accumulated most of the revenue 

left by visitors and the local population, who, in general, did not identify with their own carnival 

and its artistic attractions (except for the younger population, with a profile similar to that of 

visitors), did not earn substantially financially. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Like any mass product sensitive to market changes, Diamantina’s carnival began to undergo changes 

as Brazil’s carnival scene also experience transformations marked mainly by the resumption of 

traditional aspects of the historic carnival culture in Brazil. While the large urban centers resumed 

the traditional and popular carnival of street blocks, thousands of revelers supporters of the “new” 

and also the “traditional” carnival sought such centers, notably the metropolises of Belo Horizonte, 

São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and even more. Salvador that has also undergone changes in its carnival. 
 

Notably from 2012, the city of Diamantina began to notice a decrease in the number of revelers. The 

Brazilian carnival model, mainly dictated by large urban centers, began to signal changes in local 

contexts, in which aspects of Brazilian tradition began to be reinvented by social movements that 

were much more comprehensive and autonomous in the face of the market itself. The “resurrected” 

street carnival came to predominate as an expression of cultural diversity and the identities of local 

groups and movements. In this movement, the resumption of the carnival blocks dictated the scene 

in many places, led by the capitals - poles of cultural reference - completely altering the itineraries 

and tourist flows that existed until then. 
 

Diamantina, already part of the carnival tourist market, would not be immune to these changes. The 

impact of this reconfiguration influenced the profile and number of audiences. The mass of revelers 

signaled in 70% of the presence of young people previously coming predominantly from Belo Horizonte 

for the city's carnival, started to remain in the capital, adding to the thousands of revelers who chose the 

capital of Minas Gerais as the preferred destination for the revelry. Currently, Belo Horizonte still 

competes for public with other capitals, offering a cast of more than 400 blocks carried out by local civil 

society. Thus, respectively, Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo that present hundreds of carnival blocks. 
 

As a reaction and against the growing carnival scene in large centers, Diamantina started to include 

concerts by nationally renowned artists in its carnival, causing other changes. Among these, we can 

mention the rotation of people from the region who spend less nights in the city, producing an 

“apparent” resumption of the lost public, but accompanied by a significant decrease in revenue for 

the city. Without going into other issues, it is also important to highlight that between 2013 and 

2016, the municipality prioritized significant financial contributions to the offer of great shows, 

without, however, being able to reverse the decline of reveler tourists or generate positive effects on 

the tax collection related to the movement. generated by the event. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Methods, steps and tools applied How was the good practice implemented? 
 

With changes already in progress, management beginning in 2017 decided to face the shift in 
the profile of carnival. Interventions were carried out in several ways, such as: 

 

• broke the musical hegemony associated with the privatization of public spaces that 
favored only a certain arrangement of groups and bands in the programming, creating 
new musical spaces and inserting most of the city's musicians in the programming. 

 
• in partnership with the Public Ministry, the holding of private carnivals in university 

dormitories was prohibited and a collective of students was created to create the 
 

“University Space”, reducing conflicts between the university carnival and the 
local population. 

 
• expanded the territorialization of cultural programming including the periphery 

and districts of the municipality; 
 

• it valued the architectural heritage as an object of enjoyment, since the sidings that 
used to surround the monuments were removed and actions were carried out to clean 
up the facades of the buildings; 

 
• restructured support for the blocks promoting the revitalization of some 

„caricato“ blocks; 
 

• encouraged the creation of others and the enhancement of the block circuit; 
 

• recognized the oldest „caricato“ block in the municipality as a material Cultural 
Heritage of Diamantina (Banda Fogosa do Sapo Seco) and created the tribute 
“Guardiões do Carnaval”, which started to be done annually. 

 
• created the “Espaço Miguilim” giving an alternative of leisure and entertainment to 

families with young children, as well as, fostering the creation of children's blocks with 
a specific circuit for them; 

 
• strengthened the cooperation network between public security, judiciary, child 

and adolescent protection institutions, and other initiatives. 
 

In this sense, the current management understands that the “Carnival” event is a 

multidimensional phenomenon, which impacts and involves the participation of various 
sectors and segments of the Diamantina society. This event has great power to mobilize the 

local population and tourist attraction, and in recent years it has become a major vector for 

local socioeconomic development. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Therefore, with a view to mobilizing local society, a dialogue was opened with the various 

interested groups and segments, resulting in numerous discussions and proposals about carnival, 

proposals that were elaborated in seminars, forums and working groups. This strategy was mainly 

aimed at articulating the local society to reflect on its own carnival, and encouraging the involvement 

of society in the planning and construction of the future of its own event. Thus, the process resulted 

in a consensus: that carnival should necessarily be good for its citizens and, being good for citizens, it 

would also be good for revelers and visitors to the World Heritage city. Therefore, the goal was to 

increase the competitiveness of this great party in the tourist market from a local induction, 

considering the various aspects of sustainability that permeate the event. Such induction was built 

from the structuring, ordering and qualification of the offer of tourist itineraries aiming to gradually 

increase the increase in visitation, permanence and average tourist spending, always considering the 

carrying capacity of our destination. 
 
 
 

 

Key success factors What helped you tackle the issues? 
 

In 2019, the premise was that the Diamantina Carnival would further strengthen its traditional 

characteristics, that is, the street carnival, the carnival of batucadas and the caricature blocks, 

enhancing its cultural diversity, promoting the appreciation of the cultural practices of the 

municipality, in addition to offering an event that catered to young university students in the 

city, tourists and the local population of different age groups. It also proposed to offer a tourist 

itinerary capable of adding more value to our event through the experience of a typical 

gastronomy, immersion in natural areas, in addition to the attractions and traditional historical 

monuments that already make up the cultural agenda of the city. In 2020, a new and important 

tourist product was incorporated into the Carnival program, entitled “Carnaval Radical”, this 

initiative created a space for activities and adventure sports in the city during the holiday, 

including a climbing wall, slackline, urban abseiling and mountain bike and trail run competitions. 

A public and critical success, “Carnaval Radical” managed to attract not only revelers and 

residents to its activities and competitions, but also dozens of professional competitors, 

including athletes from Portugal and France. 
 

Key success factors include: 
 

1. Creation and promotion of a visual identity for Diamantina and its Carnival that 
translated the tourist vocation of our destination with its varied offer of cultural and 
natural attractions. 

 
 
 



2. A program was offered based on the cultural diversity of Diamantina and on the 
appreciation of local artists and manifestations, expanding and improving the 
various existing musical spaces. 

 
3. Support for "caricato" blocks was expanded, fostering their traditional aspects, 

contributing to their form of social organization, as well as the creation of 
fundraising models in an interface with the tourist trade. 

 
4. The block circuit was improved, investing in the decoration of the route, dissemination 

of the procession agenda and public mobilization. 
 

5. Implementation of the University Space as a way of officially inserting it into the program 
and supporting university blocks, integrating them into the Cultural Circuit of Blocks. 

 
6. Aid for blocks in the districts, some of them recreated, inserting them in the 

carnival agenda, favoring cultural exchange. 
 

7. The competitiveness of our Carnival was increased by diversifying the offer of products 
and tourist itineraries adapted to the period, in order to enrich the experience of the 
reveler and, in particular, of the resident himself in the destination. 

 
 

Lessons learned 

While implementing the Good Practice what challenges were faced, and how were they overcome? 

 

It was with this innovative vision, but attentive to the appreciation of people, manifestations and 

local attractions, that the current management took on itself the main responsibility for the 

various challenges that Carnival in Diamantina implies both for residents and our visitors. At the 

same time, it also believes in the power of this event, which has already demonstrated its ability 

to recreate itself and still manage to remain an important cultural heritage of the people of 

Diamantina and Brazil. Possessing great symbolic and identity value, the current Carnival in 

Diamantina is capable of becoming a reference for many Brazilian cities, especially for those that 

need to reinvent their events so that they are able to take tourism to new and better levels, 

valuing the population and local culture and boosting income generation and social inclusion. 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Results, achievements and recognitions What were the qualitative and quantitative results of the good? 

 

From an essentially qualitative point of view, the changes brought about in the Diamantina 

Carnival brought many important social, environmental, cultural and economic impacts to the 

municipality. Among them, we highlight the significant reduction in the volume of “mass” tourists, 

with low purchasing power, little income generation in the local economy and associated, in part, 

with a relatively problematic profile in what refers to the preservation of architectural and 

landscape heritage. , in addition to a higher rate of police incidents. This considerable reduction 

also ensured much less pressure on basic urban services, such as access to potable water in 

households, garbage collection and treatment, public safety and the local health system during 

the event period. But reducing excessive demand was not an end in itself, on the contrary, the 

main objective of the actions undertaken was to replace a considerable part of that visitor profile 

with other tourist demand profiles understood as more interesting to the municipality, in 

particular, the resident and the family tourist, with an older profile, who travel as a family, with 

better purchasing power and who leave more income and development to the municipality, while 

tending to generate less negative impacts on the city. Among the main effects of this profile 

change, we highlight: 
 

1. Greater inclusion of the local population in the offer of services and attractions, 
especially in artistic presentations, such as shows and „caricato“ groups, as well as in the 
sale of food products, handicrafts, tourist guides and more. 

 
2. Greater inclusion of the local population in the consumption and prestige of artistic 

attractions, events and leisure and entertainment activities offered during Carnival, with 
emphasis on the “Espaço Miguilim”. 

 
3. Increase in the age diversification of the public participating in the offer of carnival 

programming, contributing to the formation of strategic intergenerational bonds for the 
recreation of the carnival culture of Diamantina. 

 
4. Integration between the seasonal university population and the cultural schedule of 

Carnival. 
 

5. Diversification of the tourist profile, expanding the economic and cultural segments 
involved with the reception and service of this demand in the municipality, with emphasis 
on the activities and competitions of “Carnaval Radical”. 

 
6. Valuing culture, nature and local communities, with significant positive impacts on the 

population's self-esteem, with emphasis on inclusion actions carried out in districts and 
villages. 

 
7. Greater economic relevance on the generation and distribution of income from tourism 

during Carnival. 



We include comparative data and indicators that demonstrate the scope of the changes 
implemented in Diamantina’s Carnival between 2016 and 2020 at the Additional References below. 
 
 
 
 

 

Additional references Provide links to further information. Pictures and videos should be available for 

download either from YouTube, Vimeo or other Cloud-based (Google/ One Drive) download URL (not 
WeTransfer). 
 

 
Comparative data and indicators that demonstrate the scope of the changes implemented in 
Diamantina’s Carnival between 2016 and 2020: 
 
 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wU2Vxl1mAUf7EeULDkttU1L8qFpknLV2/view?usp=sharing 
 
 
Article by Rede Globo de Televisão about Carnival in Diamantina – Year 2007: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OX3VgDmWtC0 

 

Article by Rede Globo de Televisão about Carnival in Diamantina – Year 2009: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ha3WUuks6Eg 

 

Article by Dimantina City Hall about its Carnival in 2020: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dz1ChucGTEQ 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wU2Vxl1mAUf7EeULDkttU1L8qFpknLV2/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OX3VgDmWtC0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ha3WUuks6Eg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dz1ChucGTEQ

